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An Economic Model Predictive Control for
Knowledge Transmission Processes
in Multilayer Complex Networks

Jun Mei , Sixin Wang , Xiaohua Xia , and Weifeng Wang

Abstract—In this article, we study the optimal feedback con-
trol problems of knowledge dissemination processes in multilayer
complex networks. First, a node-based model is established
in multilayer complex networks and two collaborative control
strategies are exerted to increase the scope and speed of knowl-
edge dissemination, forming a closed-loop control system. Then,
we develop a two-layer optimal control framework. At the upper
level, the optimal solution of the control system is solved and sent
to the lower layer. At the lower level, a model predictive controller
(MPC) receives input information from the upper level and is
formulated to decide on the network and then transmits it to
its heterogeneous networks which can reduce control resources
and computation complexity. Finally, numerical simulations are
conducted to confirm the theoretical results.

Index Terms—Knowledge transmission, model-predictive con-
trol (MPC), multilayer complex networks, Pontryagin’s maxi-
mum principle.

I. INTRODUCTION

KNOWLEDGE dissemination is crucial for knowledge
management [1], technological innovation [2], and the

response to natural disasters [3]. Currently, the primary empha-
sis of knowledge dissemination is on the factors that underlie
knowledge diffusion and the effect of the network struc-
ture. Given the similarities and differences between knowledge
transmission and infectious disease transmission [4], [5], [6],
improved infectious disease models have been widely used
in knowledge transmission based on their intrinsic mecha-
nisms, including internalization mechanisms [7], leadership
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mechanisms [8], self-learning mechanisms [9], review mech-
anisms [10], friendship-based altruistic mechanism [2], etc.
The research also revealed that scale-free networks were the
most effective for knowledge dissemination [11]. In addition, a
multilayer complex network can capture the coupling charac-
teristics of several targets and different propagation channels,
in contrast to single-layer networks. Moreover, multilayer
networks can also assess capacity development in an orga-
nization [12]. A multiplexed network can be seen as a set
of interconnected layered networks, where each layer might
have unique properties that distinguish it apart from the others
and support various dynamic activities. Therefore, researchers
are trying to extend the propagation model from a single
network to multilayer networks to study the spread of epi-
demics [13], information [13], and knowledge [14]. Multilayer
network theory provided a valuable perspective for studying
how knowledge is disseminated through multiple channels.
Inspired by the above results, a multilayer complex network
is constructed according to the way knowledge is acquired.

Due to the positive impact of knowledge dissemination in
economic, cultural, and social aspects, it is of certain practi-
cal significance to study its dynamic processes. Furthermore,
increasing the number of information disseminators and broad-
ening the area of knowledge dissemination are efficient
approaches to boost people’s knowledge stores in the face
of unanticipated calamities. The control system ideology has
the ability to accomplish these tasks [15], [16], [17], [18].
However, the introduction of an intervention control strat-
egy to the knowledge transmission process will increase
resource costs inevitably. According to the optimal con-
trol theory, control inputs that match initial and terminal
conditions can be specified to minimize execution costs or
maximize operational benefits [19], [20], which is intimately
allied to enhancing the effectiveness of knowledge distribu-
tion. But optimal control theory for nonlinear systems is rarely
exploited in the process of knowledge transmission. Currently,
optimal controllers for various applications in complex or
social networks are only obtainable using the maximum prin-
ciple (such as Pontryagin’s maximum principle) [4], [21].
Even though global optimization is achieved, the maximum
principle generally does not yield feedback controllers that
implement online real-time control based on real-time data
to adapt to changing circumstances. That is to say, even
if the knowledge dissemination system satisfies the global
optimal conditions, the population performing the control task
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cannot achieve real-time adjustment of the control task in the
short term. As a result, the effectiveness of the control mea-
sures will unarguably decrease and the cost of control will
increase.

In this article, we extend the framework developed in [22]
to address the problem of optimal feedback control for non-
linear knowledge transmission systems, that is, the problem
of finding state-feedback control laws that minimize a given
performance measure and gradually exponential convergence
of the closed-loop control system. Specifically, a novel knowl-
edge transmission model is modeled by taking into account
knowledge obtained, absorbed, and forgotten. To continuously
and rapidly enhance knowledge dissemination, two interven-
tion control strategies are designed based on their physical
connotation. Furthermore, to obtain performance improvement
with the proposed control strategy compared to that with con-
ventional economic optimal control over a finite-time optimal
horizon, a model predictive control (MPC) is introduced into
the promotion of the knowledge transmission process for the
first time. MPC can be used to optimize a system in a finite-
time domain to maintain local optimization and to roll online
in acclimatizing to unpredictable surroundings [23]. However,
an economic MPC with a long prediction horizon may be
inappropriate for adoption in real-time optimization due to the
computational time needed to seek the optimization problem
of the MPC [24]. In addition, based on the needs of knowledge
dissemination processes, we expect that the interest problem
is usually to find a specific control action that enables rapid
knowledge diffusion while consuming a small number of
economic resources. To overcome these challenges, the eco-
nomic optimization problem is divided into a two-layer control
scheme. In the upper layer, a maximum principle is employed
to optimize the objective function over a long horizon. In the
lower layer, an MPC with a shorter prediction horizon and a
smaller sampling period calculates optimal control inputs that
can be used to feedback on the process. In this manner, the
lower layer MPC is designed to enhance the robustness of the
closed-loop system while improving knowledge transmission
ability.

The main contributions of this article are summarized as
follows.

1) A novel knowledge transmission model in the multilayer
complex networks is proposed taking into consideration
how knowledge is obtained, absorbed, and forgotten.

2) We first introduce two intervention control strategies
to the knowledge dissemination model to formulate a
closed-loop control system. Each controller is endowed
with its physical connotation to facilitate knowledge
transmission and to qualify control actions.

3) The application of MPC to the continuous-time knowl-
edge transmission process in complex networks is inno-
vative to the literature. A two-layer control structure
consisting of long-horizon optimization and shorter hori-
zon prediction is formed to accomplish feedback control
while guaranteeing both theoretical existence feasibility
and stability. MPC provides real-time optimization and
interference resistance of knowledge dissemination by
designing an explicit feedback controller.

Fig. 1. Diagram of knowledge transmission.

4) Numerical simulations verify that the proposed method
with two control strategies has a significant effect on
improving knowledge dissemination, which shows that
the control strategy we proposed is satisfactory.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Section II, a knowledge dissemination model in the multilayer
complex networks is built, and the stability of two equilib-
rium points based on the basic regeneration number is proved.
In Section III, it is proposed two-layer control structures for
the model, and the existence of the optimal control solution
is proved. In Section IV, we conduct an extensive numerical
simulation of the model and its optimal control problem. The
conclusion is shown in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Dynamic Model of Knowledge Transmission

To build a mathematical knowledge transmission model that
considers the way of knowledge acquisition and human psy-
chology is the purpose of this section. A two-layer network
consisted of the knowledge base layer and the individual
interaction layer is established. The knowledge base layer is
a homogeneous network, and the individual interaction layer
is a heterogeneous network. People’s interpersonal relation-
ships have little change in a short period, so it is assumed
that the edges of the two networks are the same and undi-
rected. Nodes in a network represent individuals, and edges
equate to communication between two people [25]. Assuming
that the population is sufficiently mixed, all nodes are statis-
tically equal, so that the likelihood of a connection between
two individuals is equal. A knowledge dissemination system
is shown in Fig. 1, in which the population is divided into
six states according to behavior performance. The knowl-
edge recipient (S) is the one who desires to acquire it.
Knowledge contacts (E) are people who are exposed to knowl-
edge. Knowledge refusers (H) are those who do not have
further knowledge due to a lack of interest and other prac-
tical factors. Knowledge conservatives (C) are those who
choose to further digest and understand but do not disseminate
knowledge after exposure to knowledge. Knowledge commu-
nicators (I) are people who not only further digest but also
spread knowledge after exposure to knowledge, and knowl-
edge forgetters (R) are those who forget knowledge. Obviously,
Sk(t)+ Ek(t)+ Hk(t)+ Ck(t)+ Ik(t)+ Rk(t) = 1. It is assumed
that people are free to enter and exit the system and both the
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entry rate and exit rate are μ(0 ≤ μ ≤ 1). The rules for the
dissemination of knowledge are expressed as follows.

1) Knowledge Acquisition: There are two main ways for
knowledge recipients to acquire knowledge: one is to
acquire knowledge through contact and communication
with others, and the contact rate is λ(0 ≤ λ ≤ 1).
The other is to browse the knowledge base to obtain
knowledge, and the browsing rate is σ(0 ≤ σ ≤ 1).
In this article, the knowledge base refers to books,
publications, network resources, and other shared static
knowledge sources. The knowledge base is actually
established, supplemented, and revised by the knowl-
edge disseminator, so the knowledge base can be seen
as a linear combination of knowledge communicators,
that is, B(t) = α�kp(k)Ik(t), where α(0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is
the contribution rate of the knowledge disseminator to
the knowledge base and p(k) is the degree distribution
of the network.

2) Knowledge Rejection and Digestion: Knowledge con-
tacts will refuse to learn more about the knowledge and
become knowledge refusers after taking into account
practical factors, such as no interest or no assistance with
future development, the rejection rate is ω(0 ≤ ω ≤ 1).
At the same time, knowledge contacts may also choose
to digest and understand that knowledge. However, con-
sidering psychological factors, some knowledge contacts
will become knowledge conservatives who are reluc-
tant to share knowledge, and this digestion rate is
β1(0 ≤ β1 ≤ 1), and the rest of the knowledge contacts
will become knowledge disseminators who are will-
ing to spread knowledge, and this digestibility rate is
β2(0 ≤ β2 ≤ 1). ω + β1 + β2 = 1.

3) Knowledge Forgetting and Reviewing: Over time, both
knowledge conservatives and knowledge disseminators
have the potential ability to dilute the memory of knowl-
edge. The forgetting rate for knowledge conservatives is
δ1(0 ≤ δ1 ≤ 1), and the forgetting rate for knowledge
disseminators is δ2(0 ≤ δ2 ≤ 1). In fact, the process
of disseminating knowledge is the process of deepening
memory, so δ1 > δ2. At the same time, knowledge for-
getters can regain knowledge by reviewing knowledge.
Similarly, the knowledge forgetters may become knowl-
edge conservatives with a review rate γ1(0 ≤ γ1 ≤ 1),
and the knowledge forgetters can also become knowl-
edge disseminators after acquiring knowledge, and the
review rate is γ2(0 ≤ γ1 ≤ 1). In addition, γ1 + γ2 ≤ 1.

4) Knowledge Degradation: If the knowledge refuser and
the knowledge forgetter do not come into contact with
knowledge for a long time, they will degenerate into
knowledge recipients, and the degradation rate is ϕ(0 ≤
ϕ ≤ 1) and 1 − γ1 − γ2, respectively.

In the individual interaction layer, the probability that any
selected edge points to the knowledge communicator with
degree k is q(t) = kp(k)Ik(t) [26]. Thus, the probability that
any given edge pointing to a knowledge communicator node
at time t is

�(t) =
∑

k kp(k)Ik(t)

〈k〉 (1)

where 〈k〉 is the average degree of the network, and 〈k〉 =∑
kp(k). According to the above description, the dynamic

knowledge recipients-knowledge contacts-knowledge refusers-
knowledge conservatives-knowledge disseminators-knowledge
forgetters (SEHCIR) model can be represented as follows by
the mean-field theory:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dSk(t)
dt = μ + ϕHk(t) − μSk(t) − σSk(t)B(t)

− λkSk(t)�(t) + (1 − γ1 − γ2)Rk(t)
dEk(t)

dt = λkSk(t)�(t) + σSk(t)B(t) − (ω + β1
+β2 + μ)Ek(t)

dHk(t)
dt = ωEk(t) − (ϕ + μ)Hk(t)

dCk(t)
dt = β1Ek(t) + γ1Rk(t) − (δ1 + μ)Ck(t)

dIk(t)
dt = β2Ek(t) + γ2Rk(t) − (δ2 + μ)Ik(t)

dRk(t)
dt = δ1Ck(t) + δ2Ik(t) − (1 + μ)Rk(t).

(2)

The feasible region of the model (2) is � = {(Sk(t), Ek(t),
Hk(t), Ck(t), Ik(t), Rk(t)) ∈ R

6+, 0 ≤ Sk(t), Ek(t), Hk(t), Ck(t),
Ik(t), Rk(t) ≤ 1}.

Remark 1: Traditional knowledge dissemination models
focused on basic mechanisms, such as acquisition [9], [2];
forgetting [27]; and reviewing [10] while skipping some prac-
tical and psychological factors. In general, knowledge may
be rejected if someone is uninterested in it or believes it
will not aid future progress. Furthermore, those with the
ability to exchange intelligence may be inclined to keep
silent. In comparison to previous models, the SEHCIR model
includes knowledge rejection and conservatism, which is more
resemblant to the real propagation process.

B. Stability Analysis of Knowledge Transmission Model

In order to facilitate the dissemination of knowledge, it
is necessary to study the conditions of knowledge dissem-
ination and the final state of the model. In this regard,
infectious disease research has accumulated a lot of theoret-
ical knowledge, and the basic regeneration number (R0) is
one of the concepts. The basic regeneration number refers to
the average number of people infected by an infected person
during the infection cycle when all the people around them
are susceptible, which is an important indicator of disease
outbreak or extinction [28]. The basic regeneration number
is deduced by the next-generation matrix method [29]. Let
the left-hand side of (2) equal to 0, and a zero solution

(Q0(

6n
︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)), which is called the

knowledge-free equilibrium (KFE), can be obtained by direct
observation, where n is the maximum value of the degree k of
the node. For simplicity, Sk, Ek, Hk, Ck, Ik, and Rk are used
to replace Sk(t), Ek(t), Hk(t), Ck(t), Ik(t), and Rk(t), respec-
tively. Only compartments Ek, Ck, and Ik, k = 1, . . . , n, can be
involved in the calculation of R0, so their differential equations
can be rewritten as

(
dEk
dt

dCk
dt

dIk
dt

)′ = F1(t) − V1(t).

F and V are the derivatives of F1 and V1 with respect to Ek, Ck,
and Ik, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, respectively. The basic regeneration
number R0 satisfies R0 = ρ(FV−1), where ρ(·) is the spectral
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Fig. 2. Diagram of a two-layer control scheme.

radius of the matrix FV−1. Thus

R0 =

√(
λ〈k2〉
〈k〉 − σα

)2 + 2σα〈k〉(2λ + 1 − σα)

2

+
λ〈k2〉
〈k〉 + σα

2
.

The obtained basic regeneration number R0 can be applied
to analyze the stability problem of the knowledge-free equi-
librium and knowledge-endemic equilibrium. There are many
relevant works on the following stability results [30], [31], we
can draw the following conclusions directly.

Theorem 1: When R0 < 1, the KFE Q0 of system (2)
is globally asymptotically stable, and Q0 is unstable when
R0 > 1.

From the above analysis, it can be noted that the
Q0 is unstable when R0 > 1. What is certain, how-
ever, is that there exists at least one equilibrium point

Q∗(
6n

︷ ︸︸ ︷
S∗

1, E∗
1, H∗

1 , C∗
1, I∗

1 , R∗
1, . . . , S∗

n, E∗
n, H∗

n , C∗
n, I∗

n , R∗
n) so that

knowledge can be disseminated among people when R0 > 1.
Q∗ is called the knowledge-endemic equilibrium (KEE).

Theorem 2: When R0 > 1, the KEE Q∗ of system (2) is
globally asymptotically stable for a finite time.

Remark 2: When R0 > 1 and t → +∞, the density of
all six groups tends to be a positive value. Knowledge lasts
forever.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, in order to facilitate the knowledge trans-
mission processes in complex networks, we first develop two
collaborative control strategies to enable people in states R
and E to become knowledge disseminators, respectively, and
simultaneously. Then, a two-layer control scheme is designed
as shown in Fig. 2. In the upper layer, Pontryagin’s maximum
principle [32] is employed to optimize the objective function

Fig. 3. Diagram of state transitions of E and R with two controllers in the
individual interaction layer.

Fig. 4. Diagram of state transitions of E and R with two controllers in a
two-layer network.

over a long horizon. In the lower layer, an MPC with a shorter
prediction horizon and a smaller sampling period calculates
optimal control inputs that can be used to feedback on the
process.

A. Optimal Control Problem of Knowledge Dissemination

Knowledge dissemination plays an important role in enhanc-
ing personal value, promoting economic development, and
maintaining social stability. Furthermore, optimal control can
play a better performance of the system under certain pre-
requisites. The premise of this section is R0 > 1. In order
to increase the number of knowledge disseminators, it makes
sense that optimal control strategies are imposed. As shown in
Fig. 1, increasing the digestibility of choosing to be a commu-
nicator (β2) and the review rate of becoming a communicator
(γ2) can increase the number of knowledge disseminators. In
practice, the review is the process of reducing forgetting. That
is, our model assumes the existence of a set of control actions
A. It is assumed that each action a entirely determines the set
of system states through a known map �(a) = {β2(a), γ2(a)}
and the cost of employing action a is denoted by J(a), which is
a known function as follows (8). In this study, we will analyze
which actions can be applied to the network on some prede-
termined set of times T�t � {t ∈ R≥0|t = �tk, k ∈ Z≥0}.
Once observing the state of the system �, an explicit action
employed to the network model is calculated by the control
strategy u. Therefore, our controller function is a sampled-
data controller for the knowledge dissemination process. We
study the case in which two collaborative control strategies
are introduced for the sake of expanding the scale of knowl-
edge dissemination simultaneously. Two control strategies are
elaborated as follows and the proposed control framework is
shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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1) Digestibility: Continue to gain insight into the knowl-
edge and give material rewards to improve the digestibility of
knowledge contacts who choose to be knowledge communica-
tors. When keep learning and receiving material rewards, the
probability of knowledge contacts choosing to become knowl-
edge communicators is ι1(0 ≤ ι1 ≤ 1) under a predefined
period of time. Furthermore, continuing learning intensity is
denoted by u1. The minimum sleep time for people is 6 h [33].
We assume that the time spent engaging in activities neces-
sary for survival is 1 h and that people are fully engaged in
learning. Therefore, the maximum learning intensity u1max is
17 h per day, and u1 can be expressed as

u1 = u1

u1max
(3)

where u1 is the current learning intensity.
2) Reinforcement: For improving the review rate of the

knowledge forgetters of people who choose to become knowl-
edge disseminators, increasing the frequency of review and
advocating win–win ideas are applied at the same time.
Similarly, the probability of a knowledge forgetter becoming a
knowledge communicator after completing the above behav-
ior is ι2(0 ≤ ι2 ≤ 1) under a predefined period of time. In
addition, the review frequency is denoted by u2. The shortest
memory cycle is 5 min [34]. Therefore, the maximum revision
frequency u2max is 288 per day, and u2 can be expressed as

u2 = u2

u2max
(4)

where u2 is the current review frequency.
According to the above description, only E and R undergo

state transitions under the control strategies at the personal
interaction layer, as shown in Fig. 3. After two controllers are
exerted in the individual interaction layer, the knowledge base
layer receives data from the underlying and directly follows
the result, as shown in Fig. 4.

Furthermore, a controlled model can be obtained as
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dSk(t)
dt = μ + ϕHk(t) − σSk(t)B(t)

+ (1 − γ1 − γ2 − ι2u2)Rk(t)
− λkSk(t)�(t) − μSk(t)

dEk(t)
dt = λkSk(t)�(t) + σSk(t)B(t) − (ω + β1

+β2 + ι1u1 + μ)Ek(t)
dHk(t)

dt = ωEk(t) − (ϕ + μ)Hk(t)
dCk(t)

dt = β1Ek(t) + γ1Rk(t) − (δ1 + μ)Ck(t)
dIk(t)

dt = (β2 + ι1u1)Ek(t) + (γ2 + ι2u2)Rk(t)
− (δ2 + μ)Ik(t)

dRk(t)
dt = δ1Ck(t) + δ2Ik(t) − (1 + μ)Rk(t)

(5)

where the control domain is given by

� = {(u1, u2)|0 ≤ ui ≤ 1, ui is lebesgue measurable

i = 1, 2} (6)

and the feasible region of states in the model (5) is

� =
{
(Sk(t), Ek(t), Hk(t), Ck(t), Ik(t), Rk(t)) ∈ R

6+
0 ≤ Sk(t), Ek(t), Hk(t), Ck(t), Ik(t), Rk(t) ≤ 1}. (7)

Remark 3: u1 = 1 and u2 = 1 mean that the learning
intensity and review frequency reach the maximum. Moreover,

u1 = 0 and u2 = 0 indicate that no control is applied to the
system.
Controllers are proposed to increase the number of knowledge
communicators, but the imposition of controllers in practice
will increase the cost of the system. Therefore, the cost func-
tion should be set to the number of knowledge propagators
minus the cost of the controller. The definition of the objective
function is as follows:

J(u1, u2) =
∫ tf

0

(
AIk − c1

2
u2

1 − c2

2
u2

2

)
dt (8)

where tf represents the final time, A is a positive weighting
constant for knowledge spreaders, c1 > 0, and c2 > 0 are
weighing constants for improving digestibility and increasing
review rate, respectively. It is to design a quadratic form to
measure the control costs. The terms (c1/2)u2

1 and (c2/2)u2
2

are accounted for the costs of two controllers.
Remark 4: The purpose of the market-determined weight

factors A, c1, and c2 is to evaluate the relative influence
of the knowledge disseminator and resource consumption
by the two controllers on the objective function. If higher
gains of knowledge dissemination are foreseen, A can be
raised while c1 and c2 can be decreased; otherwise, the
reverse.

The main goal is to maximize the number of knowledge
communicators by application of optimal control theory. Thus,
it is of great significance to seek optimal controls u∗

1 and u∗
2 so

that the objective function (8) satisfies the following equation:

J
(
u∗

1, u∗
2

) = max
u1,u2∈�

J(u1, u2). (9)

We first need to prove the existence of optimal controls u∗
1

and u∗
2 that satisfy (9) and the control domain in (6).

Theorem 3: With the optimal control problem (9) defined
on the control set � and model (5), there exist optimal controls
u∗

1 and u∗
2 such that maxu1,u2∈� J(u1, u2) = J(u∗

1, u∗
2).

Proof: The proof of Theorem 3 is in Appendix A.
Note that the optimization problem (8) is an economic

optimal control problem. In this article, we develop an eco-
nomic MPC to optimize the economic performance of the
controlled SEHCIR system. In order to guarantee the system
properties on stability, feasibility, and optimal solution to
the optimization problem, the economic MPC controller is
decomposed into a maximum optimal controller and an MPC
controller.

B. Optimal Design

Since there exists an optimal control sequence u∗(t) =
(u∗

1, u∗
2) over a total horizon tf to improve the performance

of knowledge transmission processes, the maximizing
problem (9) with regard to system (5) can be turned into
another problem of maximizing a Hamiltonian by applying
Pontryagin’s maximum principle [32]. Then, the Hamiltonian,
denoted by H, is given by

H = AIk − c1

2
u2

1 − c2

2
u2

2 + λ1
dSk

dt
+ λ2

dEk

dt

+ λ3
dHk

dt
+ λ4

dCk

dt
+ λ5

dIk

dt
+ λ6

dRk

dt
(10)
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where λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, and λ6 represent co-state variables
for the state variables Sk, Ek, Hk, Ck, Ik, and Rk, respectively.

The following result show the characteristics of optimal
controls u∗

1 and u∗
2 that satisfy (9) and the control domain

in (6).
Theorem 4: Given the optimal controls u∗

1 ∈ � and u∗
2 ∈ �

satisfying (9) subject to the system (5), then there exist co-
state variables λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, and λ6 which satisfy the
following co-state system:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dλ1
dt = (λ1 − λ2)(λk� + σB) + λ1μ

dλ2
dt = (λ2 − λ3)ω + (λ2 − λ4)β1

+(λ2 − λ5)(β2 + ι1u1) + λ2μ
dλ3
dt = (λ3 − λ1)ϕ + λ3μ

dλ4
dt = (λ4 − λ6)δ1 + λ4μ

dλ5
dt = −A + (λ1 − λ2)

(
λ〈k2〉
〈k〉 + σα

)
Sk

+(λ5 − λ6)δ2 + λ5μ
dλ6
dt = (λ1 − λ4)γ1 + (λ1 − λ5)(γ2 + ι2u2)

+(λ6 − λ1) + λ6μ

(11)

with transversal conditions λi(tf ) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Thus,
the optimal controls u∗

1 and u∗
2 are characterized by

⎧
⎨

⎩

u∗
1 = max

{
0, min

{
(λ5−λ2)ι1Ek

c1
, 1

}}

u∗
2 = max

{
0, min

{
(λ5−λ1)ι2Rk

c2
, 1

}}
.

(12)

Proof: The proof of Theorem 4 is in Appendix B.
Since the improvement of knowledge transmission

processes is achieved by a system of differential equations,
any optimal intervention strategy cannot accurately capture
the real users’ information. In addition, two intervention
control strategies might be different in achieving control
targets on difficulty level and period. For the purpose of
maintaining the proposed intervention strategies for the
knowledge transmission processes, feedback control is one of
the effective strategies.

C. Problem Statement of Model Predictive Control

For the sake of increasing the digestibility rate and expand-
ing the review rate, and transmitting reliable information to
the heterogeneous network, we propose an efficient nonlinear
feedback control mechanism for the knowledge transmission
in multilayer complex networks, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that
MPC is capable of predicting and making the optimal actions
over a predefined period, this section develops an MPC to
facilitate the controlled network model. Specifically, complet-
ing a round of feedback control requires five steps, as shown in
Fig. 5. In the first step, the controller receives the information
of the knowledge dissemination, that is, the value of Sk(t),
Ek(t), Hk(t), Ck(t), Ik(t), and Rk(t). In the second step, the
controller sends control schemes to E and R after assessing the
number of six populations. In the third step, E and R perform
the received control tasks, respectively, that is, E increases the
intensity of continued learning, and R increases the frequency
of review. In the fourth step, after E and R complete the task,
the SEHCIR system needs to output the number of six popu-
lations. In the fifth step, the results are sampled and feedback

Fig. 5. Schematic of feedback control in this article. The state � of the
process is observed by a sampled-data controller u, which then performs an
action a to the SEHCIR process, which will generate a set of populations to
disseminate the process forward.

to the controller. The controller repeatedly receives feedback
and solves the optimal problem during the prediction hori-
zon [35]. It is worth noting that the number of six populations
is measurable.

In this article, the controller we study is a nonlinear MPC
controller which develops a feasible and optimal solution to
the optimization problem P as follows:

min
a∈A

{J (a)|C(�(t), a) ≤ 0} (13)

at all time t in the predetermined set of time T�t � {t ∈
R≥0|t = �tk, k ∈ Z≥0}, C(�(t), a) is the stability constraint
function and J (a) is a quadratic objective function. In the
closed-loop feedback of the controlled SEHCIR process, the
purpose of (5) is to automatically generate actions from an
implicit nonlinear controller umpc. Although it may be diffi-
cult to seek a feasible control action for (5) in general care,
we assume that the control law can pursue a state auxil-
iary controller uaux that supplies such action in any state.
This hypothesis is universal in the nonlinear MPC design
because the nonconvexity caused by the nonlinear property
of dynamics is such that it is difficult to achieve global opti-
mity. Furthermore, in the field of the knowledge transmission
process in complex networks, as mentioned above, we expect
to have such intervention strategies to be easy implement-if we
are increasing the frequency of review and advocating win–
win ideas, we may forget less knowledge, and if we are going
to improve digestibility, we may keep learning and receiv-
ing material rewards to everyone. In all of these cases, if we
do this, the knowledge-endemic states will reach equilibrium
quickly. That is, in the context of knowledge transmission
processes, we hope that the interest problem is usually not to
find an abstract control strategy that enables rapid knowledge
diffusion, but to determine how to effectively implement con-
trol actions to improve rapid knowledge dissemination while
using a small number of economic resources.

To construct a robust MPC for the SEHCIR process for
knowledge-endemic states quickly, while constraining the rate
of economic resources adapted by the intervention control
law. This article addresses the following two key points to
knowledge transmission by applying MPC.

1) Approximating the evolution process of (2) to design a
specific and effective fixed control action to reach the
tracking target.

2) Studying the convergence of the closed-loop control
algorithm to provide a strict guarantee for the rapid
diffusion of knowledge from the networks.
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D. Model Predictive Control Design

The main challenge to employing MPC is the guarantee of
closed-loop stability, the computation performed by the stan-
dard MPC is done based on local linearization on the system
model. In addition, a specific and fixed control action is con-
sidered. In this context, the Lyapunov-based MPC [36] based
on the SEHCIR control system (5) is employed to stabilize
the controlled SEHCIR model (2) in the stability region and
meanwhile force the system to realize the optimal solutions
of input and state calculated by the maximum optimization
problem. We begin our development by designing an auxiliary
feedback controller for the SEHCIR dynamics. To consider the
developed controller in a stabilizing manner, we first need to
give the following assumptions.

Assumption 1 [36]: There exists a local Lipschitz feed-
back controller u = h(x) satisfying h(0) = 0, constants
ρ > 0, di (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and a continuous differen-
tial function V : Rn → R+ for (19) such that the fol-
lowing inequalities hold for all x ∈ �ρ : 1) d1|x|2 ≤
V(x) ≤ d2|x|2; 2) ([αV(x)]/αx)f0(t, x, h(x)) ≤ −d3|x|2; and
3) |[αV(x)]/αx| ≤ d4|x|. Then, the controller can force the
origin of the closed-loop system locally exponentially stable.

In this article, an auxiliary feedback controller uaux is
designed to generate a stability region �ρ and provide a
specific control action a for the evolution of the controlled
SEHCIR process in the optimization problem P , under sat-
isfying inequality conditions of Assumption 1. Under the
controller uaux, the following results can be achieved.

Theorem 5: If a symmetric positive-definite matrix L, a
positive-definite matrix P and a scalar c > 0, any appropriate
dimension matrices K and B, degrees k and R0 are existent to
satisfy k > 2, R0 > 1, and

(
PBK + KTBTP + LTP + PL

√
cI

∗ − P−1

)

< 0

where I is an appropriate identity matrix, then the auxiliary
controller uaux = (ι1Eku1, ι2Rku2)

T is designed to ensure that
the system (5) is exponential stable.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 5 is in Appendix C.
Exponential stability ensures the rate at which the con-

trol system (5) converges under the controller (26), which
witnesses the speed of knowledge dissemination.

Under the design of two auxiliary controllers u1
aux and u2

aux,
the stability of the evolution of the closed-loop system (5)
is guaranteed, and they can make the state � in the stability
region �ρ for all times if any initial condition sets x0 ∈ �ρ .
Moreover, the specific control law u and the probability of
knowledge contacts and forgetters becoming knowledge com-
municators is directly determined by the auxiliary control uaux.
Consequently, a stabilizing Lyapunov-based MPC is proposed
to optimize knowledge transmission processes.

The formulation of MPC optimization problem P is then
expressed as follows:

J = min
u∈S(�t)

∫ tk+Tp

tk
�(x(tk), u(s; tk))dt (14a)

s.t. ˙̃x(s; tk) = f1(̃x(s; tk)) + f2(̃x(s; tk))u(s; tk) (14b)

x̃(tk; tk) = x(tk) (14c)

Algorithm 1 Lyapunov-Based MPC Implementation Strategy
1: Initialization For system (19), at the lower layer sampling
period �t, the lower layer receives the optimal state and input
trajectories, x∗u(tk), u∗u(tk) calculated by the upper layer, and
initials the prediction horizon Tp = �̂t/�t, set the weighting
matrices Q, R, other design parameters and k = 0;
2: Sample the state x(tk) of the system;
3: Computes the stability constraint (14e) by using a stabilizing
feedback controller (26);
4: The lower layer computes its Lyapunov-based MPC
optimization problem P (14);
5: Apply the optimal input trajectory u∗l(s; tk) s ∈ [tk, tk +�t]
to the control actuators in a sample-and-hold fashion from tk
to tk+1;
6: Set k = k + 1, and turn to step 2.

u(s; tk) ∈ U ∀ t ∈ [
tk, tk + Tp) (14d)

V̇(x(tk), u(tk)) ≤ V̇(x(tk), uaux(tk)) if x(tk) ∈ �ρ\�ρe , (14e)

V (̃x(t)) ≤ ρe, ∀ t ∈ [
tk, tk + Tp) if x(tk) ∈ �ρe (14f)

where s ∈ [tk, tk + Tp], Tp is the prediction horizon and
less than tf . x̃ is the predicted state trajectory, S(�t) rep-
resents the set of piecewise-constant functions with sam-
pling period �t, that is, tk+1 = tk + �t and Tp is the
prediction horizon. The control input u and auxiliary con-
trol law uaux are described in (19) and (26), respectively. In
the optimization problem (14a), the cost function is described
as �(x(tk), u(s; tk)) = ||x(t) − x∗u||Q + ||u(t) − u∗u||R, where
x∗u and u∗u denote optimal state and input generated by the
upper layer control, and Q and R are the weighting matrix.
The constraint of (14b) in the system model of (19) is used to
predict state trajectories of the closed-loop system. The condi-
tion (14c) denotes the initial condition x̃(tk; tk) of (14b) which
is the state measurement at time t = tk. The condition (14d)
is the input constraint over the prediction horizon, which
guarantees the computed control input within the bounds of
the available control action. If x(tk) ∈ �ρ \ �ρe , the con-
straint (14e) implies that the closed-loop state x(tk) can be
forced to move toward the origin; however, if x(tk) enters
�ρe , the state predicted will be maintained at �ρe for the
total prediction horizon. u∗l(s; tk) and x∗l(s; tk) are optimal
control solution and optimal state of the optimization problem
P of the closed-loop system, respectively. In addition, based
on the derivative of the associated Lyapunov function (28),
and (19), (26), and the stability constraint (14e) at time instant
tk is expressed as follows:

2xTP(f1(t, x) + f2(t, x)u(tk))

≤ xTP(f1 + BKx) + (f1 + BKx)TPx (15)

where u(tk) denotes the optimization control vector.
The Lyapunov-based MPC control is implemented by

the sample-and-hold fashion, for knowledge transmission
processes in multilayer complex networks and summarized in
Algorithm 1 as follows.

To facilitate the Lyapunov-based MPC scheme, it is impor-
tant to ensure that the optimization problem P admits a
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solution at each time instant. Therefore, the feasibility and
stability of the knowledge transmission system under the
predictive control algorithm are required and presented as
follows.

Theorem 6: For the knowledge transmission control
system (19), and computes optimization problem P at each
sampling instant tk, Algorithm 1 is recursively feasible if
there exists a feasible solution at an initial point t0, then the
optimization problem admits a solution for ∀tk ≥ t0. The
optimal control of the knowledge transmission closed-loop
system can be obtained with the controller calculated by
Algorithm 1.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 6 is in Appendix D.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this section, the preceding theoretical results and also
the comparison between the model (2) and the controlled
model (5) are drawn by numerical results. In the first case,
the multilayer complex networks are established. Compared to
other complex networks, the performance of knowledge prop-
agation is maximized in scale-free networks [11]. Thus, the
personal interaction layer is set to a scale-free network where
the degree distribution satisfies the power-law distribution, and
the knowledge base layer is designed as a random network
with a degree distribution that obeys the Poisson distribu-
tion. In both the scale-free network and the random network,
there are five initial seeds, which are randomly connected, and
then the two networks connect five new nodes with five edges
according to their respective laws of degree distribution until
2000 nodes are reached. Second, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta
(RK4) scheme is proposed to solve the differential (2).

A. Knowledge Transmission Without Control

In the beginning, the spread of knowledge was caused by
a small number of original knowledge propagators, who were
called the seeds of knowledge transmission. Thus, Sk(0) =
0.95, Ek(0) = 0.01, Hk(0) = 0.01, Ck(0) = 0.01, Ik(0) =
0.01, and Rk(0) = 0.01. The degree of the nodes is taken as
15. Considering the scenario that μ = 0.02, ϕ = 0.8, γ1 = 0.4,
γ2 = 0.1, λ = 0.01, σ = 0.1, ω = 0.4, β1 = 0.4, β2 = 0.2,
α = 0.6, δ1 = 0.6, and δ2 = 0.4, then R0 = 0.7392 < 1. As
shown in Fig. 6, the system finally evolved to the point where
only the knowledge recipients remained, and the other five
groups went perished. Thus, when R0 < 1, knowledge will be
unable to propagate and will become extinct. Theorem 1 is
confirmed and it takes about 40 days for six groups to reach
their steady-state. In addition, the case of μ = 0.02, ϕ = 0.8,
γ1 = 0.1, γ2 = 0.4, λ = 0.3, σ = 0.2, ω = 0.3, β1 =
0.3, β2 = 0.4, α = 0.6, δ1 = 0.6, and δ2 = 0.2 is taken
into account, then R0 = 4.1571 > 1. As shown in Fig. 7,
the six groups of participants in this system tend to have a
positive value, and the knowledge diffusion process may keep
functioning regularly and permanently. Then, knowledge can
be spread permanently. Theorem 2 is validated and the time
that it takes for six groups to reach a steady state is about 51
days. In the final stable state, the densities of the six groups
are ranked as Ik > Sk > Rk > Ek > Ck > Hk.

Fig. 6. Diagram of knowledge dissemination when the basic regeneration
number is less than 1.

Fig. 7. Diagram of knowledge dissemination when the basic regeneration
number is greater than 1.

TABLE I
CHANGE RATE OF SIX STATES UNDER DIFFERENT

CONTROL STRATEGIES

B. Knowledge Transmission With Control

Regarding system (5) and optimal control problem (9), the
Runge–Kutta forward–backward method [37] is used to find
the optimal solution. Under different control strategies, the
density of the six populations will also be compared. Set
A = 0.02, c1 = 2, c2 = 10, ι1 = 0.5, ι2 = 0.5, k = 4,
μ = 0.02, ϕ = 0.8, γ1 = 0.1, γ2 = 0.4, λ = 0.3, σ = 0.2,
ω = 0.1, β1 = 0.1, β2 = 0.3, α = 0.6, δ1 = 0.6, and
δ2 = 0.2, then R0 = 6.8076 > 1. Various strategies based
on the combination of the control for knowledge transmission
are considered. Specifically, the rates of change of each state
under different control measures are shown in the Table I. The
details are outlined in the following.

1) Increasing the Digestibility of Being Spreader: In this
strategy, we use an active control u1, which is improving
digestibility by increasing the intensity of learning and mate-
rial rewards. The control profile is depicted in Fig. 8. It is
noticed that the controller u1 should be maintained at upper
limit 1 during the first three days before declining to lower
limit 0. The changes in the six populations are shown in
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Fig. 8. Transmission control profile u1.

Fig. 9. Diagram of the evolution of S and E with u1.

Fig. 10. Diagram of the evolution of H and C with u1.

Figs. 9–11. Under the action of the controller, the knowl-
edge recipient declines slowly until it stabilizes at a positive
value. The knowledge contact increases rapidly to a peak in
the first 8 days and then slowly declines until it stabilizes to a
positive. This is because a large number of knowledge recip-
ients evolve into knowledge contacts at the commencement
of dissemination, and as the number of information recipients
diminishes, the number of knowledge contacts reduces under
the management of the controller until they are stable. Both
knowledge deniers and knowledge conservatives decrease to a
minimum in the first two days and then slowly decrease until
they stabilize at a positive value. Knowledge disseminators
and knowledge forgetters slowly increase until they stabilize

Fig. 11. Diagram of the evolution of I and R with u1.

Fig. 12. Transmission control profile u2.

Fig. 13. Diagram of the evolution of S and E with u2.

at a positive point. Fewer knowledge contacts turn into knowl-
edge deniers and conservatives in the beginning, while their
knowledge is forgotten and deteriorated. However, as the num-
ber of information connections grows, so does the number of
knowledge doubters and conservatives.

2) Expanding Review Rate of Being Spreader: The expan-
sion of knowledge disseminators can also be achieved by
promoting the revision rate u2, which is fulfilled mainly by
increasing the frequency of revision and promoting a combi-
nation of win–win ideas. As shown in Fig. 12, the controller
u2 remains at 1 for the first 0.4 days and then slowly descends
until it reaches 0. The changes in the six populations are
revealed in Figs. 13–15. Under this strategy, it takes 35
days for the system to remain stable and in equilibrium. In
summary, The application of controller u2 over the process
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Fig. 14. Diagram of the evolution of H and C with u2.

Fig. 15. Diagram of the evolution of I and R with u2.

Fig. 16. Transmission control profiles u1 and u2.

effectively improves the performance of knowledge dissemi-
nation. Furthermore, the appearance of the evolution curve of
the six populations under this control legislation is similar to
Section IV-B1.

3) Increasing the Digestibility and Expanding Review Rate
of Being Spreader: In this strategy, improving digestibility
u1 and promoting review rates u2 are taken into account,
which can be taken together by taking material rewards, pro-
moting learning intensity, and increasing the frequency of
revision. The control profile is depicted in Fig. 16. Controller
u1 maintains upper bound 1 for the first three days and then
slowly descents until it reaches 0, while controller u2 maintains
upper bound 1 in the first one day and then slowly decreases
to 0. Figs. 17–19 show the changes in the six populations.
Under this strategy, it takes 26 days for the system to remain
stable and in equilibrium. Specifically, the rates of change of

Fig. 17. Diagram of the evolution of S and E with u1 and u2.

Fig. 18. Diagram of the evolution of H and C with u1 and u2.

Fig. 19. Diagram of the evolution of I and R with u1 and u2.

each state under different control measures are shown in the
Table I. Compared with the previous two strategies, under
the joint action of controllers u1 and u2, the performance
of knowledge dissemination plays the best. Furthermore, the
appearance of the evolution curve of the six populations under
this control legislation is similar to Section IV-B1. However,
the performance of the knowledge dissemination model of
simultaneous action of the two controllers is significantly bet-
ter than that of the single controller, since more knowledge
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Fig. 20. Comparison of optimal control and MPC.

Fig. 21. Comparison of S and E with optimal control and MPC under system
disturbances.

contacts and knowledge forgetters evolve into knowledge dis-
seminators, reducing the distribution of the other five groups
of people.

C. Knowledge Transmission With MPC

In the above analysis, optimal control based on Pontryagin’s
maximum principle is proposed. However, due to its poor
anti-interference, the accuracy rate needs to be strength-
ened. Therefore, an MPC with prediction, feedback, anti-
interference, and real-time optimization is studied in this
article. The optimal solution in Section IV-B3 is used as a ref-
erence trajectory. The MPC parameter settings are as follows:
the prediction horizon Tp = 10 days, the sampling period
� = 1 day, final time tf = 100 days, and the weighting
matrix Q = diag(1, 1, 1) and R = diag(1, 1, 1). The com-
parison of two controllers under the maximization principle
and MPC is shown in Fig. 20. For about the first ten days, the
trajectories of the two controllers differed from the reference
trajectories, but the trajectories were the same after that. All
the parameters in the system (5) will change with time, they
are not static, which constitutes a parameter disturbance within
the system. In addition, Figs. 21–23 show the comparison of
the state in the maximization principle with the MPC under
system disturbances. There was variation between the trajec-
tories of the six states and the reference trajectories around the
first 13 days. However, the trajectory of the states floats on the

Fig. 22. Comparison of H and C with optimal control and MPC under
system disturbances.

Fig. 23. Comparison of I and R with optimal control and MPC under system
disturbances.

reference trajectory after 13 days, which means that the MPC
has good immunity to interference and a high accuracy rate.
The errors of both controllers and six states are rather large
in the first ten days since the sampling period is shorter than
the prediction period, but even in this scenario, the pattern
of the model prediction curve is compatible with the direction
of the reference curve.

V. CONCLUSION

The density of the six populations in the system tends to
be positive when R0 > 1 and knowledge can persist in the
system permanently. When R0 < 1, only the recipients of the
knowledge survive over time, with the other five states con-
verging to zero and knowledge finally fading. Different control
mechanisms were shown to boost the volume and speed of
information diffusion to a certain extent when compared to
the performance of the uncontrolled model. It is crucial to
highlight that applying two controls simultaneously enhances
the performance of the information dissemination model. MPC
with short prediction and sampling periods is able to seam-
lessly trace the optimal solution, which is calculated using the
maximization principle. Moreover, under the disturbance of
the system parameters, the tracking effect is robust and the
six states are asymptotically stable. Therefore, the two-layer
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control structure not only reduces control resources and com-
putational complexity but also improves the robustness of the
system.

However, this article simply simulated the dynamic process
of knowledge dissemination in artificial complex networks,
which fails naturalism. In addition, assessing the entire state,
which requires a significant amount of control resources, is a
massive undertaking. Therefore, output feedback control of the
knowledge dissemination in real-world networks is the subject
of our future research.

APPENDIX A

The [38, Corollary 4.1] is applied to prove the existence of
the optimal control problem (8), (9) can be written as

J
(
u∗

1, u∗
2

) = min
u1,u2∈�

−J(u1, u2)

= min
u1,u2∈�

∫ tf

0

(c1

2
u2

1 + c2

2
u2

2 − AIk

)
dt (16)

and the Lagrangian is

L = c1

2
u2

1 + c2

2
u2

2 − AIk. (17)

In short, (16) holds when the following conditions are
satisfied.

1) The sets of controls and state variables are nonempty.
2) The admissible control � is closed and convex.
3) The right-hand side of system (5) is bounded by a linear

function in the state and control variables.
4) L is convex on �.
5) L is bounded below by e1‖u‖�

2 − e2, where e1, e2 > 0
and � > 1.

Next, the satisfaction of five conditions is proved in turn.
1) Apparently, the six equations in the system (5) are

uniformly Lipschitz continuous, so � and the set of
optimal solutions are nonempty, so the first condition
is satisfied [39].

2) From the definition of �, it can be directly concluded
that � is closed and convex.

3) Let u = (u1, u2)
T , x = (Sk, Ek, Hk, Ck, Ik, Rk)

T , and
f0(t, x, u) be the right-hand side of system (5) given by

f0(t, x, u) = [
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6

]T (18)

where D1 = μ+ϕHk +(1−γ1 −γ2 − ι2u2)Rk −λkSk�−
σSkB−μSk, D2 = λkSk�+σSkB−(ω+β1+β2+ι1u1+
μ)Ek, D3 = ωEk −(ϕ+μ)Hk, D4 = β1Ek +γ1Rk −(δ1 +
μ)Ck, D5 = (β2 + ι1u1)Ek + (γ2 + ι2u2)Rk − (δ2 +μ)Ik,
and D6 = δ1Ck + δ2Ik − (1 + μ)Rk. Clearly, f0(t, x, u)

can be written as

f0(t, x, u) = f1(t, x) + f2(t, x)u (19)

where

f1(t, x) = [
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6

]T (20)

where G1 = μ + ϕHk + (1 − γ1 − γ2)Rk − λkSk� −
σSkB−μSk, G2 = λkSk�+σSkB−(ω+β1 +β2 +μ)Ek,
G3 = ωEk −(ϕ+μ)Hk, G4 = β1Ek +γ1Rk −(δ1 +μ)Ck,

G5 = β2Ek + γ2Rk − (δ2 + μ)Ik, G6 = δ1Ck + δ2Ik −
(1 + μ)Rk, and

f2(t, x) =

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0 − ι2Rk

−ι1Ek 0
0 0
0 0

ι1Ek ι2Rk

0 0

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

. (21)

Hence

‖f0(t, x, u)‖ ≤ ‖f1(t, x)‖ + ‖f2(t, x)‖‖u‖ (22)

where ‖f1(t, x)‖ and ‖f2(t, x)‖ are non-negative con-
stants and are the Frobenius norm of matrices f1(t, x)
and f2(t, x), respectively. Thus, the third condition is
satisfied.

4) Since (∂2L/∂u2
1) = c1 ≥ 0 and (∂2L/∂u2

2) = c2 ≥ 0, L
is convex on �.

5) Since Ik ≥ 0, L ≥ −A + (c1/2)u2
1 + (c2/2)u2

2 ≥
(1/2) min{c1, c2}‖u‖2

2 − A. Let e1 = (1/2) min{c1, c2},
e2 = A, and � = 2, L ≥ c1‖u‖�

2 − c2.
Based on the above discussion, the existence of an optimal

solution is guaranteed. The proof is completed.

APPENDIX B

Pontryagin’s maximum principle is introduced to the
Hamiltonian (10) for finding the optimal solution. The nec-
essary conditions for the optimal solution to optimal con-
trol problems are given by [38]. To obtain the maximum
value of J(u1, u2), it is only need to maximize H(t, x, u, λ).
If (x, u) is an optimal solution of the optimal control
problem (9), in which x = (Sk, Ek, Hk, Ck, Ik, Rk)

T and
u = (u1, u2)

T . Hence, there exists a nonlinear vector func-
tion λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, λ6) which satisfies the equalities
as follows:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dSk
dt = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂λ1
dEk
dt = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂λ2
dHk
dt = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂λ3
dCk
dt = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂λ4
dIk
dt = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂λ5
dRk
dt = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂λ6

,

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

dλ1
dt = − ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂Sk
dλ2
dt = − ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂Ek
dλ3
dt = − ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂Hk
dλ4
dt = − ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂Ck
dλ5
dt = − ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂Ik
dλ6
dt = − ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂Rk

(23)

with transversal conditions λi(tf ) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. In
addition, the optimality condition ([∂H(t, x, u, λ)]/[∂u]) = 0
is used to seek optimal controls u∗

1 and u∗
2

{
0 = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)

∂u1

0 = ∂H(t,x,u,λ)
∂u2

.
(24)

Then, we obtain

u∗
1 =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0, u1 ≤ 0
(λ5−λ2)ι1Ek

c1
, 0 < u1 < 1

1, u1 ≥ 1

u∗
2 =

⎧
⎨

⎩

0, u2 ≤ 0
(λ5−λ1)ι2Rk

c2
, 0 < u2 < 1

1, u2 ≥ 1.
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In brief, the optimal control problem has a unique
optimal solution (S∗

k (t), E∗
k (t), H∗

k (t), C∗
k (t), I∗

k (t), R∗
k(t)) asso-

ciated with (u∗
1, u∗

2) on [0, tf ] to maximize the objective
function (8).

APPENDIX C

From (20)–(22), system (19) can be rewritten as the follow-
ing linear state feedback control system:

ẋ = f0(t, x, u) = f1(t, x) + Buaux (25)

where uaux = (u1
aux, u2

aux)
T = (ι1Eku1, ι2Rku2)

T is an auxiliary
controller, f1(t, x) ≤ Lx, and

B =
(−1 0 0 0 1 0

0 − 1 0 0 1 0

)′
.

For system (25), we design the auxiliary controller as

uaux = Kx (26)

where K is the control gain matrix, then the system is rewritten
as follows:

ẋ = f1(t, x) + BKx. (27)

Define a Lyapunov function V = xTPx > 0, where P is a
positive-definite matrix. It is noted that this Lyapunov function
is continuously differentiable and radically unbounded. Then,
there exists a class of K∞ function κi(·), i = 1, 2 such that
the function V satisfies: κ1(‖z‖) ≤ V(t) ≤ κ2(‖z‖).

The derivative of the Lyapunov function along the
system (25) under the controller (26), we have

V̇ = ẋTPx + xTPẋ

= f T
1 Px + xTKTBTPx + xTPf1 + xTPBKx

+ cxTPx − cxTPx

≤ xTLTPx + xTKTBTPx + xTPLx

+ xTPBKx + cxT Px − cxTPx

= xT�x − cxTPx (28)

where � = LTP + PL + KTBTP + PBK + cP. By the third
condition, � < 0. Thus

V̇ ≤ −cV(t). (29)

Consequently, system (5) is exponential stable.

APPENDIX D

To obtain the recursive feasibility of the optimization
problem P , it is necessary to find control input sequences
that satisfy (14d) and (14e). Actually, the inequality con-
straint (14d) is established if we assume the controller as
the stabilizing feedback controller, that is, u(tk+1; tk+1) =
uaux(tk+1). Note that the stabilizing feedback controller
uaux(tk+1) is obtained by the controller at time instant tk+1.
The optimal input trajectory is obtained as u∗l(s; tk), s ∈

[tk, tk + Tp]. At the time instant tk+1, the feasible control law
can be given by

u(s; tk+1) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

uaux(tk+1), s ∈ [tk+1
tk+1 + �]

u∗l(s; tk), s ∈ [tk+1 + �

tk + Tp]
u∗l(tk + Tp; tk), s ∈ [tk + Tp

tk+1 + Tp].

(30)

Since the control input sequence is within the constraint (14d),
Hence, the recursive feasibility is satisfied.

Note that Theorem 5 holds, we have V̇|uaux(tk) ≤ 0.
Using optimal control law u∗l to be formulated in the
optimization problem P at each sampling instant, then
V̇|u∗l(tk) ≤ V̇|uaux(tk) ≤ 0.

The optimal control of knowledge transmission processes in
complex networks via predictive feedback controller solved by
Algorithm 1 is satisfied. Therefore, the stability of the closed-
loop system under the receding horizon can be guaranteed.
This completes the proof.
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